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You are only in your 20s. , You already have stomach problems. Isn’t this caused by running
around and tired all day, not eating on time, and unhealthy?”

Stefanie Sun whispered a little embarrassedly: “Although I have always had stomach problems,
after taking Jiuxuanweisan, it will be cured… The big deal is that I will bring more
Jiuxuanweisan this time to ensure that I won’t have stomach problems again.”

Charlie said seriously: “If a person is too tired, it will hurt not only the stomach, but also the
liver, and even increase the burden on the heart.

Stomach disease has Jiuxuanwei San, what about other things? And you have to run again this
time. After such a long tour, what if something goes wrong while someone is abroad?”

As he said, he looked at Orrin Sun again and said solemnly: “Uncle Orrin (Sun), since you have
seen me like this, then I have to see you too.

The plane you gave me is indeed too expensive. It’s not appropriate for me to ask for
everything, or else I’ll arrange for someone to take down the two engines and take you
away?”

When Orrin Sun heard this, he was speechless.

Take the engine apart? How can there be such…

Besides, why do you use two engines that are so big?

However, he was also very clear in his heart that Charlie really regarded his family of three as
his own family, so he was so generous to come out with a rejuvenation pill.

Thinking of this, he was deeply moved in his heart, and at the same time he couldn’t help but
secretly said: “Charlie treats us as his own family, and naturally I can’t see him too much.

Moreover, Charlie and Stefanie have a marriage contract, and sooner or later they will be my
son-in-law.

If it is too far-sighted, it also seems that my future father-in-law is not doing things
authentically…”

At this point, he sighed, looked at Charlie, and said gratefully: “Charlie, your kindness to our
family of three will be remembered by Uncle in this life!”

Angie also blushed and said: “Yes, Charlie, we are a family of three, and we owe you too much.
If it weren’t for you, we would have been ruined…”



Charlie hurriedly said: “Aunt Angie , please don’t say that! If I really want to say who owes
whom, Charlie owes you, Uncle Orrin (Sun), and daughter.

For so many years, your family has been worrying about it. I’m all worrying about finding me,
and even traveling all over the world to find me.

How can I, Charlie, deserve your family to treat me like this! This kindness is more important
than Mount Tai in my heart!”

Stefanie Sun’s eyes were also red. She resisted the tears and said, “Dad and Mom, we treat
Charlie as family, and Charlie also treats us as family.

This proves that the four of us are truly a family. , Even if Charlie and I are not married yet, he
is also our family!

As a family, we can’t do anything for each other too much. Let’s not be polite to each other
here. If you say too much politely, it’s true. It seems too far-sighted!”

After all, she looked at the three of them and said seriously: “I will leave the words here today,
and I will never be polite to Charlie again.

Charlie is kind to me, it is my blessing, since it is mine. Fortunately, I don’t want to be polite, I
just want to enjoy the kindness of Charlie to me!

Of course, I do the same to Charlie, no matter how precious it is, as long as Charlie needs it, I
will never get half a point.

Hesitate, Charlie can’t be polite to me!”

As soon as she finished speaking, she picked up a glass of water and said proudly: “No matter
what you two are, I will do it first!”
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